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Fly Little White Dove Fly
The Bells (Canada)

Fly Little White Dove Fly:The Bells.
#10 in Canada and #95 on BB Hot 100 on
POLYDOR Records in 1970/ 71.

INTRO: C A# (x2)

#1.
C                   A#             C
When we re stuck in troubled days..we must
         A#
learn to love each other.
  C              A#              C
Instead of going different ways..we must try
   A#
to get together.

CHORUS:
F                      G           C
Fly little white dove, fly..way up high..
            F                    C
spread your wings, sing out your cry..
             G      C   A# C A#
cross the universal sky.

#2.
C              A#          C
If we love the human race..peace should be
     A#
your aspiration.
C                 A#            C
Let s make this a better place..spread the
        A#
word to every nation.

CHORUS:
F                      G           C
Fly little white dove, fly..way up high..
            F                    C
spread your wings, sing out your cry..
             G      C   A# C A#
cross the universal sky.

#3.
C#            B               C#
When a simple word is spoken..it should be
    B
our guiding light.



C#                    B             C#
If vows for peace are never broken..then the
            B
whole world will unite.

CHORUS:
F#                     G#          C#
Fly little white dove, fly..way up high..
            F#                   C#
spread your wings, sing out your cry..
             G#     C#  B
cross the universal sky.

CHORUS:
F#                     G#          C#
Fly little white dove, fly..way up high..
            F#                   C#
spread your wings, sing out your cry..
             G#     C#  B
cross the universal sky.

CHORUS:
F#                     G#          C#
Fly little white dove, fly..way up high..
            F#                   C#
spread your wings, sing out your cry..
             G#     C#  B
cross the universal sky.

CHORUS:
F#                     G#          C#
Fly little white dove, fly..way up high..
            F#                   C#
spread your wings, sing out your cry..
             G#     C#  B
cross the universal sky.

CHORUS:
F#                     G#          C#
Fly little white dove, fly..way up high..
            F#                   C#
spread your wings, sing out your cry..
             G#     C#  B
cross the universal sky.

CHORUS:
F#                     G#          C#
Fly little white dove, fly..way up high..
            F#                   C#
spread your wings, sing out your cry..
             G#     C#  B
cross the universal sky.



CHORUS:(Hand clapping.)
F#                     G#          C#
Fly little white dove, fly..way up high..
            F#                   C#
spread your wings, sing out your cry..
             G#     C#  B
cross the universal sky.

CHORUS:
F#                     G#          C#
Fly little white dove, fly..way up high..
            F#                   C#
spread your wings, sing out your cry..
             G#     C#  B
cross the universal sky.

OUTRO:
F#                     G#          C#
Fly little white dove, fly..way up high..
            F#                   C#
spread your wings, sing out your cry..
             G#     C#  B
cross the universal sky..(Fade.)

A seventies from Kraziekhat.


